Abstract. This paper we proposes the novel data visualization algorithm based on the graph theory. Using visualization technology in data mining is the use of a variety of said on multidimensional data visualization methods, then the human cognitive ability to large cube for data mining and knowledge discovery is the most effective way to solve this problem, so to speak, the visual data mining is the new development trend of that data mining technology. Model visualization of data set is in 3D space model mapped data sets, through the model the distribution features of the data set to visually similar relationship between the said models because in the shape of a model representation of this article is based on the model, and this article discusses the shape of the model between similarity relations. Under this guideline, we integrate the state-of-theart other methodologies to form the final version of the proposed method that will be meaningful and efficient.
Introduction
With the development of science and technology, especially the rapid development of computer technology, the human ability to produce and get the data to increase as the number of levels, in the face of vast amounts of data, think anybody site analysis of these data to deeply understand and further form the right concepts and the views is almost impossible. People need new technology to help understand the huge amount of the data. Data visualization technology is in this context obtained more and more attention and rapid development [1] [2] [3] [4] .
Data visualization from the angle of information service to understand, its essence is a kind of interface provided, no matter what is data visualization internal structure, for the user, or for information providers, the need is concise and easy to understand, time saving and efficient way to present the data content, understand the meaning of the data. From perspective of the application scenario, we could generally summarize the classification of the application aspects as follows [5, 6] .
 Visualization of data correlation trend new services, such as general data visualization results of visual information express center of the gravity is the important link between mining data or data present a justified development trend. This usually is data visualization service for the complex data sets, professional visual processing, finally presents a dynamic for the user, graphical visualization result that is impressive.  Provide data exchange community visual new platform, data visualization platform usually provides a visualization tool integration, for the user to create data visualization as an example, this tool set provides images, charts, maps, animation and so on a variety of graphical methods to choose from, at the same time also provides such a platform to make the people share public BBS data visualization applications.  Present multidimensional mixing information visualization applications, this kind of visualization tools mainly mixed application of social network, and mapping tools, so that can be called mashup type data visualization tools. Mashup application of visualization tools in use of the social network is very popular in the crowd [7] . Under this basis, the characteristics of the data visualization can be summarized as the follows. (1) Visibility. Data can be used to image, curve, 2Dgraphics, 3D body and animation to display, and the patterns and the relationship between the visual analysis. (2) Interactivity. The user can interactively conveniently data management and development. (3) Multidimensionality. We can see multiple attributes of objects or events data or variables, and data can be according to the value of each dimension, and its classification, sorting, the combination and display. To optimize the current method, in this paper we propose the novel data visualization algorithm based on the graph theory. In the later sections, we conduct the theoretical analysis.
The Graph Theory Model
Graph theory is the study of natural science, engineering, economic management and social problems of an important tool of modern mathematics, and so is math and other scientific community is more and more extensive attention all over the world. Graph theory algorithm plays an important role in computer science, and it provides a lot of problems modeling of the system is simple and effective basic way. It can also be understood as a basic operation and regulation of that operation the order form the complete problem-solving steps, or as designed in accordance with the requirements of the exact calculation sequence, in the real world a lot of problems can be converted into the problem of graph theory, and then use the basic algorithm of graph theory to solve. In the figure one, we show the basic features of the graph model.
The construction procedures for the graph model can be summarized as the follows. (1) Extracting elements. In a study object, the object and there are many factors related to these elements are not necessarily consistent with our goal, in order to highlight the elements, and which is closely linked with the goal to reduce the complexity of the thinking, we have to give up part of the elements. (2) Determine the theoretical system. Figure by points, the edge, power of three parts, according to the properties of the three parts, it has a different graph theory model that has different theories and algorithms, and it constitutes the theoretical system of different, formed the diversity of the graph theory model, the graph theory model can be widely used to all kinds of problems. (3) The transformation of the graph theory model. We can see that the establishment of the graph theory model has two points, one is the element extraction and the second is to choose the appropriate theoretical system. Graph theory model is built, but also to grasp the method of model transformation. Such as the example shown in the figure one, the model can be expressed as the follows [8] .
Fig. 1. The Illustration of the Graph Theory Model

The Proposed Visualization Method
In the process of knowledge discovery, for complex structures and relationships, hypergraph model is an effective form of expression, a figure the logical structure of it can be used to effectively organize and transfer structure, the relationship and the meaning of the data set, based on hypergraph data express understanding of the data, data filtering plays an important role which hold the following steps. For each first calculate super side surrounded area of the boundary curves; Then use the model of triangle and triangle fan respectively fill paint dual parts and independent child; Finally to coloring of various regions, finally obtain the visual result.
Step1. For a super edge, according to the edge of node location categorized as end nodes and middle nodes.
Step2. Its movement will be super edge direction perpendicular direction on both sides to expand, get super edge node of the extension point.
Advanced Science and Technology Letters Vol.138 (ISI 2016) Step3. According to the extension point and super edge position, incorporated into article two chain extension points.
Step4. After merge the 2 chain extension points to reorganize and control points for piecewise interpolation Catmull exemplifies Rom.
Most of the large hierarchical information visualization research mainly based on three points to consider: (1) increase the available display space, such as the use of the three-dimensional space or hyperbolic space; (2) to a reasonable organization of information nodes, such as grouping or hide part of the node, while thus reducing the display the number of nodes; (3) make full use of the limited display space, improve space utilization efficiency [9] .
Cone Tree using the three dimensional space to display information that can be relatively easy to embody the Tree structure of the overall information, in the limited screen can also display more nodes; In the organization of information nodes, can use means more. From the Tree uses Hyperbolic space as an information display space, increase the limited space can accommodate information node by using focus with the context, hidden nodes, the focus of information so as to highlight the focus node.
Fig. 2. Demonstration and Illustration of the Proposed Visualization Methodology
Radiation circle, filling in the information nodes on the organization and display of more than the Tree-maps can reveal the entire hierarchy, but its high space utilization efficiency is inferior to the Tree -maps, because radiation circle outer space cannot be used efficiently. In addition, the level of the node is more the depth is larger as the radiation circle peripheral low aspect ratio of the fan-shaped sometimes could not distinguish clearly. The primary element is shown in the figure three [10] .
Fig. 2. The Primary Part of the Proposed Visualization System
Conclusion
This paper we proposes the novel data visualization algorithm based on the graph theory. Visualization technology can transform data into intuitive, form of graphics or image information presented to the user, which greatly enhanced our cognitive ability, the user can be observed in the traditional sense not visible things or phenomena, visualization technology as an effective abstract information tools are widely used to assist scholars understand and analyze massive amounts of high dimensional data set.
